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JMU students join D.C. rally for choice 
By David Schleck 
staff writer 
It was the biggest political 
demonstration most of them had ever 
attended. 
On Sunday, 42 pro-choice activists 
from JMU squeezed into three vans and 
drove lo Washington, D.C, to join 
hundreds of thousands of other 
pro-choice supporters 7h front of the 
Lincoln Memorial in Washington 
D.C. • /    -(~ 
"I went with the idea that I was 
pro-choice, but then when I got there . 
. . just being with all those people 
made me feel as if I was part of a larger 
movement for women's rights," said 
Lisa Hammclt, a co-coordinator for the 
JMU chapter of the National 
Organization of Women. 
The rally was one'of about 1,000 
demonstrations that took place 
nationwide Sunday for abortion rights. 
The U.S. Park Police estimated that 
150,000 demonstrators were in 
Washington, but NOW officials 
claimed, the attendance was over 
300,000. 
The day-long event included several 
speeches from women's rights activists 
and from politicians, including New 
York City's mayor-elect David 
Dinkins. Musician Helen Rcddy led the 
crowd in singing "I Am Woman." 
The students who attended, however, 
were most interested in supporting 
their own views. 
"I don't think any government should 
choose what we do," said sophomore 
Tara Falwell. "It's a very serious 
issue." 
After sophomore Lance Fcincr got 
over his initial surprise at the number 
of other men at the demonstration, he 
met some JMU alumni. 
"They seemed really surprised that 
the campus is not as apathetic as it 
used to be," Fciner said. 
The nationwide demonstrations arc a 
reaction to the Webster v. 
Reproductive Services ruling from the 
U.S. Supreme Court in July, which 
gave states more power in restricting 
abortions. In Pcnnslyvania, legislation 
that would restrict abortions earlier in 
pregnancies is pending. 
After the Webster decision, "many 
women realized that they had been 
taking their rights for granted," 
Hammclt said. 
The membership of JMU's NOW 
chapter tripled after the Webster 
decision was handed down, Hammclt 
said. There are now 40 active members 
and over 200 people on NOW's 
mailing list. 
Some of the pro-choice 
demonstrators in Washington were met 
by pro-life supporters with "graphic 
pictures of aborted fetuses and plastic- 
baby dolls with their arms torn off," 
said Stacey Bcggs, another 
co-coordinator of NOW. "It waS very 
sad to see what [pro-lifers] resorted lo." 
The pro-choice activists carried signs 
that read, "Uncle Sam, keep your hands 
out of my pants" and "A rapist is not a 
good father." 
Julie Sheils, president of First Right 
of JMU, said some common pro-life 
See ABORTION page 2> 
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The U.S. Park Police estimated that about 150,000 people attended 
Sunday's rally at the Lincoln Memorial. The National Organization tor 
Women said about 300,000 turned out to support abortion rights. 
Archeology team surveys new college site 
By Doreen Jacobson 
staff writer 
Years ago, American Indians may have lived there. 
Later, Turner Ashby's soldiers might have made the 
site their temporary home. 
A few years from now, JMU students will lake 
over. 
On Nov. 12, the JMU Archeology Research Center, 
with student, faculty and community volunteers, 
began surveying JMU's 107-acrc tract across Interstate 
81 for artifacts. 
Jim  Cromwell,  archeologist with the  research 
center, said the foundation of a 19th century house is 
on the site, and he expects to find some evidence of 
Civil War activity in the area. 
Cromwell said the research team could find buttons, 
bullets, cans or whiskey bottles. 
If the team finds evidence of a water source on the 
site, it could mean that prehistoric Indians or 
migrating Europeans lived there. 
"We'll look at the flat areas (of the land) for 
prehistoric and historic sites," Cromwell said. 
Norman Jefferson, a research center archeologist 
specializing in the prehistoric era, said there are 
certain rocks in die area which prove that Indians have 
lived in the region. 
"We are dealing primarily with material culture," 
Jefferson said. "The garbage in the ground from the 
past is our only record of history." 
The group already has found a shard of pottery, 
nails, some wire and coal — even before they started 
digging. 
It's a race against lime for the group. They must 
complete all exploration before JMU begins 
construction of the new college in the spring. 
"Once it's developed, [the research site is| gone," 
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Abortion  
> (Continued from page 1) 
slogans arc "Stop the killing NOW" 
and "We want to save the whales, but 
what about the humans?" 
No JMU pro-life organization 
officially attended the rally. Shells said 
her group did not organize a 
counter-demonstration because it "did 
not want to be mistaken as supporting 
the slaughter of innocent children." 
However, Sheils defended the use of 
graphic anti-abortion posters. 
"People don't want to face reality. 
Abortion is graphic," she said. "It is 
disgusting." 
Marjorie Lotfi, vice president of 
First Right, said she attended the 
demonstration, but not with the 
organization. 
She went "to observe ... not to 
cause trouble," she said. 
The pro-choice rally's connection to 
the women's rights movement was 
inappropriate, Lotfi said. 
Lotfi said pro-choice supporters 
criticized her as she handed out 
pamphlets that detailed her position on 
abortion. 
"I was surprised at how bitter they 
were," Lotfi said. 
Some demonstrators accused her of 
being a "woman-hater," she said. 
"We're not against women's 
choices," Lotfi said. "There's not a 
choice to be made. 1 mean, it should 
not be a woman's choice to kill her 
child." 
Hammett said, "Women who are 
anti-choice are not helping women's 
issues." 
In a recent New York Times/CBS 
poll, 49 percent of the 1,412 American 
adults surveyed said they support legal 
abortions. Thirty-nine percent of those 
surveyed said they think abortion 
should be legal only in cases involving 
rape, incest or danger to the mother. 
Nine percent of the respondents said 
they believe abortion should be 
outlawed in all cases. 
Topsoil 
The first four or five 
inches are a mixture 








gravel make up 
the next eight 
to 10 inches. 
Survey Dig 
One-foot-deep test holes 
50 feet apart will help JMU 
archaeologists determine 
what type of historical data 
can be salvaged before 
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Cromwell said. The group will try to 
work every weekend, depending on the 
weather and the number of volunteers. 
Jefferson said, "It requires a group 
effort to draw [people] together to do 
the survey." 
To start the dig, Cromwell contacted 
Dr. Barbara Pass, JMU's vice president 
of sponsored research and external 
programs, about surveying the land, 
which is adjacent to the Convocation 
Center. 
After getting permission from the 
university, Cromwell coordinated the 
dig with John Noflsinger, director of 
continuing education. 
The permission granted by JMU 
makes   the    school look    good. 
Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE 
Cromwell said. "No other colleges are 
doing this." 
David Miller, historic archeologist 
with the Archeological Research 
Center, said, "We're doing this as a 
service to the university." 
There is no money to support the 
venture. But JMU was receptive to the 
idea, Miller said. 
"We can't stop progress," he said. 
"We just want to record the past." 
The dig is essentially an independent 
project that the university is allowing 
the team to do, Miller said. 
Phase I of the survey consists of 
laying a grid and digging test holes 
about a foot deep and 50 feet apart. 
Phase II cannot be determined until 
results are found. 
"We are in the process of finding 
areas or sites," Miller said. 
The Archeological Research Center 
will record the evidence found on the 
land and write a technical report 
detailing the cultural and historical 
evidence it finds. 
The survey is open to the public 
because many people in the 
Shcnandoah Valley want to preserve 
their past, Miller said. The research 
team hopes to develop a history of the 
land that will serve as part of the entire 
region's past. 
Next summer, JMU will sponsor 
archeology camps for high school 
terchers and students. "It's the same 
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Heart attack kills 
man at JMU game 
A spectator at a JMU basketball 
exhibition game suffered a fatal heart 
attack Monday night while sitting in 
bleachers at the Convocation Center. 
Raymond G. Bodkin, 51, of 
Stanley, was pronounced dead on 
arrival at Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital at 9:45 p.m. 
A review of "The Revenger's 
Tragedy" in Monday's edition of 
The Breeze was of a technical dress 
rehearsal, not an actual 
performance. 
The Breeze regrets the error. 
Newstip? 
Call Wendy at x6699! 
NEWS 
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SGA goes public 
Gordon to be investigated 
By Klran Krishnamurthy 
SGA reporter  
Student Government Association 
Legislative Vice President Alex 
Gordon said Tuesday that the SGA 
unknowingly has been violating 
Virginia's Freedom of Information Act 
for the past several years. N    _J 
During the SGA meeting^ Gordon 
said the SGA's executive council 
investigated the matter and discovered 
that it is required to make all votes 
taken during executive sessions 
available to the public after the 
sessions. 
Also at the meeting, the SGA voted 
to investigate Gordon for alleged 
misconduct and neglect of duty. A vote 
taken in executive session to 
*" investigate Gordon was defeated Oct. 
31.. 
SGA President Tracy Humphrey said 
the executive council investigated 
Virginia's Freedom of Information Act 
after The Breeze and Dr. Roger 
Soenksen, an associate professor of 
communication who specializes in 
communication law, questioned the 
legality of the SGA's use of executive 
sessions. 
To correct the misuse of executive 
sessions, the SGA discussed motions 
from the past three executive sessions 
and re-voted on each. 
Chairperson Pro Tempore Patricia 
Southall said the SGA approved a 
committee last week to investigate 
Gordon for alleged misconduct. At that 
time, Southall appointed an 
investigation committee of six 
senators. 
But when the SGA voted publicly at 
Tuesday's meeting, the senators 
defeated the motion to investigate 
Gordon,'23-to 16. Nine senators 
abstained, which count as 'no' votes. 
Because the outcome was different 
from the decision in last week's 
executive session, a motion was made 
to move into executive session to 
discuss the results. 
But Humphrey said it was not 
necessary to move into executive 
session to debate the outcome, and a 
motion was made to reconsider the 
vote. 
After considerable debate, the SGA 
reversed Tuesday's earlier decision and 
voted to investigate Gordon for alleged 
misconduct, 30 to 17, with one 
abstention. 
Planning panel for new college 
to examine jobs of the future 
By Eric Fife 
copy editor 
Jobs for the next century's students 
will be the focus of Thursday's 
meeting of the planning panel for 
JMU's proposed College of Applied 
Science and Advanced Technology. 
The meeting, to be held at the Center 
for Innovative Technology in Herndon, 
will include a speech on "Jobs of the 
Future" given by Dr. Marvin Cetron, a 
futurist and a member of the panel. 
The panel also will hear from 
representatives of businesses and 
graduate schools, who will discuss 
jobs that will be available in technical 
fields. 
Gail Nardi, JMU President Ronald 
Carrier's consultant for new programs, 
said the panel wants to "take into 
consideration where these young 
people are coming from, and where 
they're going." 
The panel also will hear from high 
school guidance counselors on "how 
we can recruit and retain students [and] 
what type of programs . . . their 
students need," Nardi said. 
Dr. Linwood Rose, JMU's vice 
president of administration and finance; 
Dr.  Russell  Warren, JMU's  vice 
president for academic affairs; and Dr. 
«? 
Robert Scott, JMU's vice president of 
student affairs will report on the 
universities plans to connect the 
proposed campus with the current one. 
Plans call for the new college to be 
structured within the university, like 
the College of Business or the College 
of Letters and Sciences. 
But Nardi said the organization could 
change later. 
In response to a story in Monday's 
edition of The Washington Post, Nardi 
said JMU is not competing for funding 
against other growing schools. 
The Washington Post reported that 
the recent growth of Virginia college 
could spark competition for state 
funds. Virginia Tech and the 
University of Virginia will join to 
build a branch campus in Northern 
Virginia, and George Mason 
University plans an urban systems 
engineering school in Manassas. 
But Nardi said state budgeting for 
colleges is "like a big family. 
"Just because you have eight kids, it 
doesn't mean you love one more than 
another," she said. "No one university 
dominates" slate funding. 
"We do not sec this as a war among 
Virginia's colleges and universities." 
Pledging is discipline for black Greeks 
By Traci Ellis 
staff writer 
They walk in a straight line, with faces Set in a 
strict expression. They follow carefully planned study 
schedules and they cannot drink alcohol. 
They are on line. 
Many black organizations are now pledging — and 
are on line. The fraternities' and sororities' members 
say those who are not involved arc confused by the 
elaborate traditions and unique rituals. 
But the black Greek pledging process is more than 
meets the eye, according to members. 
Misconceptions 
"All people see is a bunch of guys looking alike 
and marching around," said Anthony Meekins, a 
member of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. 
Students who are not in black Greek organizations 
may harbor mistaken ideas about their orientation, or 
pledging, process, he said. 
Lisa Briggs, a member of Delta Sigma Theta 
sorority, said. "Since people only see the outside, 
they tend to read into what they see." 
Often, people who are not members of black Greek 
organizations think being on line is hazing, members 
said. 
But the brothers and sisters say the process involves 
strict discipline and traditions. 
For example, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority pledges 
carry polled ivy plants during orientation. Members 
say the plants are the symbol of their sorority and 
show strength. 
Some fraternities' pledges dress alike, in the 
organizations' colors. 
Nicholas Evans, a member of Omega Psi Phi 
fraternity, said, "Each person marches in line and 
dresses alike to symbolize they're functioning as 
"Since people only see the 
outside, they tend to read 
into what they see." 
— Lisa Briggs 
one. 
Sometimes, the pledges are instructed not to speak. 
Cara Breaux, a member of Zeta Phi Beta sorority, said 
the silence "allows that person to really look inside . 
. . herself, and to be alert to things going on around 
her." 
James Edwards, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha, 
said, "Unfortunately, some people do equate pledging 
with hazing. But when they do so, they don't 
understand the true purpose of pledging, which is to 
build each member up." 
Some black Greeks said the orientation process 
often is mocked by people who don't understand it. 
"People can seriously hurt the university's chapters 
by these false accusations," Breaux said. 
Facts about being on line 
Many members of black Greek organizations said 
they are misunderstood. 
Chris Burford, a member of Phi Beta Sigma, said 
the process instills a special love for the 
organizations in their members, develops character, 
and strengthens learning and leadership skills. 
"It teaches one how to serve," Burford said. "You 
are involved in service projects while you are on 
line." 
The orientation process also is "a period of 
unification," Evans said. "Each person marches on 
line and dresses alike to symbolize they're functioning 
as one." 
Although they sometimes cannot speak, pledges are 
"encouraged to talk with their professors while they 
arc on line," Briggs said. "The main purpose for 
being here is to get an education." 
Stephanie Jones, a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sorority, said each organization keeps a rigorous study 
schedule. Education is an important part of pledging. 
Also, pledges are not allowed to skip any classes 
during the process and must study in Carrier Library 
every night during the week. 
Members agree that the process is private and 
challenging. "The privacy involved strengthens the 
See GREEKS page 5> 
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By Martin Romjue 
police reporter  _L 
Campus police reported the following incidents: 
Assault  and   Battery 
* Two non-students allegedly hit a student in the 
face and spit on him along Greek Row at 2:19 a.m. 
Nov. 11. 
The student reported the incident to police. 
Police said the three combatants had been 
drinking, but could not confirm rf the brawl resulted 
from a previous argument. 
The victim has not pressed charges. 
Concealed  Weapon 
* Employees at Carrier Library found an unloaded 
gun in a book depository at 8:20 p.m. Nov. 9. 
The .22 caliber revolver was contained in a black, 
book-sized case that had been returned with a stack 
of books. 
Police checked library records and traced the gun 
to its owner. The person returning the books — the 
roommate of the gun's owner — had inadvertently 
placed the gun case with the books before leaving 
his off-campu6 apartment. 
No charges were filed. 
Alan MacNutt, JMU's director of campus police 
and safety, explained that state law permits people 
to keep guns in their homes, but JMU policy forbids 
students to possess firearms if they live on campus. 
Fires 
* Harrisonburg firefighters extinguished a small 
blaze in a Hanson Hall suite at 4:54 a.m. Nov. 10. 
No injuries or damages were reportsd. 
Police said the source of the fire was a pile of trash 
bags stacked against an electrical wall outlet that 
had a "Oustbuster" plugged into it. 
Police have not determined the exact cause of the 
fire. 
• Fire officials disconnected a wall heater in the 
Eagle Hall lobby after it started spewing smoke at 
9:42 p.m. Nov. 9. 
The malfunction was reported to the buildings and 
grounds department. 
Grand   Larceny 
• An unknown person stole a brown leather jacket 
from a student who had left her seat for a few 
minutes during a class in Biology Village Unit A-1 at 
12 p.m. Nov. 7. 
The jacket belonged to the student's roommate. 
Police said 12 students were in the classroom at 
the time of the theft. 
• Part of an organ and a Bose speaker were stolen 
from an organ practice room in Duke Hall between 5 
p.m. Oct. 16 and 5:40 p.m. Nov. 6. 
• Someone stole a TREK brand bicycle from the 
Theta Chi fraternity house between 8 p.m. Nov. 8 
and 5:15 p.m. Nov. 10. Value: $500. 
The 21-speed bike was white with green lettering 
and had a book rack with blue bungi straps. 
Police said the bike was locked to a rack at the 
time of the incident. 
• An Emerson 12" color television was stolen from 
an unlocked room in Weaver Hall between midnight 
and 12:40 a.m. Nov. 12. Value: $250. 
The thief also took $170 in cash. 
The TV has a black cabinet and a remote control. 
Petty   Larceny 
• A Mr. Gatti's pizza and insulated pizza delivery 
bag were taken from an unlocked vehicle outside 
Chandler Hall at 6:45 p.m. Nov. 14. Total value: $41. 
• A Mitsubishi Shaft Radio was taken from a VW 
Rabbit parked in Z-lot between 5 p.m. Oct. 30 and 
5:30 p.m. Nov. 8. Value: $50. 
• A "Bugaboo" ski jacket was stolen from outside a 
racquetball court in Godwin Hall between 8:15 p.m. 
and 9 p.m. Nov. 9. Value: $60. 
The red and blue jacket has a high collar and no 
insulated lining. 
• A sociology textbook and a racquetball racket 
were taken from a car parked along the service drive 
leading to the tunnel under Interstate 81 between 
11:45 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Nov. 10. Total value: $70. 
Police said the victim was unsure if the car's hatch 
was locked. 
• Two $20 bills were stolen from a bookbag on two 
separate occasions in a Wayland Hall room between 
8 a.m. Nov. 6 and 8:30 p.m. Nov. 9. 
Police are not sure if the room was locked at the 
time of the incidents. 
• A vanity license plate was taken from the rear of a 
car parked in Z-lot between 5 p.m. Nov. 5 and 4 p.m. 
Nov. 10. Virginia license number: "ITSDAV" 
• Police apprehended a student while he was 
allegedly stealing a university-owned sign along 
Duke Drive East at 2:38 a.m. Nov. 12. 
The student was charged judicially. Judicial 
charges are handled internally by the Office of 
Student Affairs. Administrators refuse to release 
names of students charged judicially. 
See POLICEFILE page 5> 
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trust between the members," Briggs said. 
"Nothing worth having is easy to get," Brcaux said. 
Simeon Deskins, co-founder of the JMU chapter of 
Kappa Alpha Psi, said, "One thing about the 
orientation process that people should know is that it 
matures people academically as well as emotionally. 
"People who [would] like to understand are 
The Breeze, Thursday, November 16,1989, page 5 
welcome to ask us questions about what we do, and 
they are invited to attend our programs," Deskins 
said. 
But Mcckins said, "We shouldn't have to constantly 
explain* ourselves, because it looks as though we have 
to justify what we do." 
Benefits 
Edwards said he has "a life-time love" for his 
fraternity. Alpha Phi Alpha, that "can't be described 
in words." 
Many black Greeks said they found a family unit in 
their organizations. "There are people who may not 
have a father or a brother, but when they join Kappa 
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• A Realistic brand portable CB radio and magnetic 
base antenna were taken from an unlocked pick-up 
truck parked in X-lot between 11:30 p.m. Nov. 11 
and 12 a.m. Nov. 12. Value: $90. 
A pair of sunglasses also were stolen. 
Driving  Under the Influence 
• Non-student Glenn D. Hakey, 27, of Route 1, 
Luray, was arrested on Bluestone Drive near Gibbons 
Dining Hall at 8:05 p.m. Nov. 14. A passenger in 
Hakey's car was arrested and charged with being 
drunk in public, and the vehicle was towed from the 
scene. 
• Non-student Antonio M. Anderson, 21, of 
Staunton. Anderson was arrested at the stop sign 
along Bluestone Drive near the Warren Campus 
Center at 11:35 p.m. Nov. 10. 
Police also charged Anderson with refusing to take 
a blood and breath test, disregarding a stop sign and 
driving with a suspended license. 
A passenger in Anderson's car, Julian M. Huggard, 
23, of Staunton, was arrested and charged with being 
drunk in public. 
Possession of a  False  Identification 
• Police arrested student Timothy J. McCarthy, 20, 
of Berkeley Heights, N.J., for allegedly giving a police 
officer a fake ID along Greek Row at 1:02 a.m. Nov. 
12. 
McCarthy was being arrested on charges of being 
drunk in public. 
Vandalism 
* Police arrested and charged a student with 
destruction of public property after he allegedly 
kicked in a glass panel at the Sigma Nu fraternity 
house at 11:59 p.m. Nov. 10. 
Matthew W. Stark, 18, of Lancaster. Pa., also was 
charged with resisting arrest and being drunk in 
public. 
Stark's non-student friend. Michael M. Sullivan, 18, 
of Lancaster, Pa., was arrested and charged with 
interfering with the police officer who was arresting 
Stark. 
* A car struck and knocked over a light pole behind 
Shorts Hall sometime before 4 p.m Nov. 10. 
The car left the scene. An officer on patrol found the 
pole lying across the sidewalk. 
• A rear wiper blade was ripped from a car parked in 
Z-lot between 4 p.m. Nov. 8 and 4 p.m. Nov. 11. 
• An unknown person hurled a cinderblock through 
the winashield of a car parked in Y-lot between 7 p.m. 
Nov. 11 and and 1:15 a.m. Nov. 13. 
• Two males were observed breaking low-level 
walkway lights outside Hillside Hall at 2:44 a.m. Nov. 
14. 
The vandals had left the scene when police arrived. 
Trespassing 
• Police arrested and charged a non-student for 
trespassing in the lower E-lot near the Convocation 
Center at 5:46 a.m. Nov. 12. 
Gary E. Braden, 40, of Elkton, was served his 
second trespass notice since April 1988. 
Recovered   Property 
• A campus police officer responding to a false fire 
alarm in Hillside Hall found a Mr. Gatti's insulated 
pizza delivery bag in the lobby at 5 p.m. Nov. 11. 
Campus police arrested nine individuals this week 
for being drunk in public. Total DIP arrests so far for 
the 1989-90 school year: 68. 
Police also cited 25 motorists this week for failing to 
stop at the new signs posted along Bluestone Drive. 
Total so far: 63. 
$ m        $ $ 
$      <t        $        1 O $   $ 
$ 
$ $ 
$ MAXIMISE! * 
$ 
You have to $ 
ADVERTISE! 
Display ad deadlines: 5 p.m. Mondays & Fridays 
For more information call: 
(703) 568-6596 
^^ IM«NCN* — 
1990 CALENDARS 
CHRISTMAS CARDS 
POSTERS • NOTECARDS • POSTCARDS 
BUTTONS • CRYSTALS • CLIFF NOTES 
NEW & USED PAPERBACKS 
(Dozvntoum (Booths 
49<B 'W. "Water St.   43311$$ 
ACROSS FROM SPANKYS  
BECKER 
CPA \mmmu 
OUR PASSING RATE IS 70% 
In 100 cities throughout the nation. 
Send to: Becker CPA Review Course, 1104 Brandon Ave. S.W. 
Roanoke, VA 24015-9981 or call (703) 985-5779 
Name:  
Address: ——— 
City & State: 1  
Phnna- f       .        ) 
FOR YOUR FREE INVITATION TO THE FIRST CLASSES 
135,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI 
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1957 
_ 
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SKI FOR CREDIT 
MASSANUTTEN 
Pre-register now for PE 131 (Elementary), PE 231 
(Intermediate), or PE 331 (Advanced) courses 
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule. 
When:     3RD BLOCK   TUESDAY/THURSDAY 
1-5pm OR 5-10pm CLASS SESSIONS 
NEW upper level trails/quad chair lift 
$120 ($144 with rental equipment) 
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management. 
MUST be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting 
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, January 9. 
Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed 
For further information contact: 
Dr. John Haynes, Physical Education & Sport Dept. 
Phone 568-3949 
w W '   i ■ 
Plan 9 Records and Paramount Productions Present 






Town & Campus 
18 « up admitted w/ 
ID, Patrons under 
21payto$1surchg. 
from Leeds, England 
Rare U.S, Appearance 
Sunday,   November   19th 
IN CHARLOTTESVILLE 
NOTICE 
HOME RUN BUS SERVICE 
NO bus SundayT 
Nov., 19 
Bus on Wednesday, 
Nov., 22 
leaves 5:00 p.m. 
^  
Contact Books, Etc. 
X3420 for more information 
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Campus crime 
Colleges try to protect images 
There's one thing lhal some colleges don't want you 
to leam — how dangerous their campuses can be. 
Campus crime is rampant. But in too many cases, 
no one but the victims and school officials know 
about it. 
To protect their images and the privacy of the 
students involved in crimes, most colleges conceal 
information about the numbers and types of crimes 
that occur. 
C OIVI IVI E fSlTA R V 
Parents who entrust their children to colleges often 
have no way to gauge the dangers that await. Many 
find out the hardest way possible — with the horrible 
news that a child has been harmed. 
There's plenty of news to be reported: 
• At Syracuse University, there have been five rapes 
reported since August 
• At the University of Michigan, two students, a 
junior and a senior, were stabbed last month. 
• At the University of Bridgeport, a 22-year-old was 
shot and killed Sept. 29 after chasing a non-student 
who had just shot another student at a fraternity party. 
What makes this tragic news even worse is the 
number of schools that want to keep this kind of 
news a secret 
After the University of Bridgeport murder, the 
public information officer would not let reporters see 
crime statistics compiled by the school's security 
force. 
These schools have lots of company. According to 
some estimates, less than 4 percent of 
higher-education institutions volunteer their 
information to the FBI's Uniform Crime Report. And 
most of the schools that do publflh crime statistics 
don't give everyone the right to see them. 
But as more students and more parents become 
outraged over campus crime, they are forcing schools 
to change their secretive ways. 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Louisiana and Florida 
have passed laws that force schools to publish crime 
statistics. Congress and other states arc working on 
similar laws. 
Students have a right to know how dangerous their 
campuses are, so they can take precautions. 
When the subject is campus crime, what students 
don't know can hurt them. 
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/Apple College 
Information Network IIUIIUKM ui iiiHH uiui IO Ke m Ki a 01        IWUMIIWWHII 
Publishing statistics of crimes 
wrong tactic for campus safety 
 n...l .1     r„ .K. «•—    „f    „ 
By Kevin D. Teasley 
Gannett News Service  
SANTA MONICA, Calif. — It is hard to imagine 
that some of the United States' most brutal crimes 
occur on college campuses. But it's true. 
Today, lawmakers are becoming more aware of the 
amount of crime committed on campuses. A growing 
number of these lawmakers are considering legislation 
that would compel institutions by law to publish the 
number of crimes that occur. This is the wrong tactic 
to pursue. 
C OIV! */! EISIT AK F*>r' 3 
What we hope to achieve by having statistics is 
the knowledge of whether or not our children are 
attending a safe institution; we are seeking comfort 
from numbers of events that happened yesterday. But 
are these numbers going to prevent future crimes, and 
can we believe these numbers? Reportedly, one 
school in Kansas actually keeps two sets of records, 
one for the public and the other for in-house use. 
If colleges and universities released information on 
the number of crimes committed on campus every 
year, many people would be lulled into a false sense 
of security if they attended one school that reportedly 
hada lower crime, rate than another school* •'■■■■■•■ 
Rather than focus on the number of crimes 
commited, why not focus on the number of steps 
taken to prevent crimes? Parents and students should 
ask how many campus security guards there are. They 
should inspect security procedures on campuses, such 
as locks on doors that are used correctly (not abused 
by students who prop doors open for convenience's 
sake), lighted pathways, crime-watch groups, etc. 
In addition, parents should look at the location of 
the campus in the city. And, finally, parents should 
discuss crime-prevenuon tactics with their children. 
But more important, there is a lesson to be learned 
here: We cannot rely on statistics. If we could rest 
easily on statistics alone, then why do some of the 
most brutal crimes occur in some of the smallest 
populated areas in the U.S.? Kidnappings, rapes and 
murders take place in every community, and all the 
statistics in the world will not prevent the next 
brutality. 
If parents are interested in protecting their children, 
they should take the responsibility upon themselves 
to see that the prospective institution provides ample 
security, not statistics. It is the parents' responsibility 
to see that their chiWcm are in safe environments. For 
after all, it is they who will suffer the ultimate grief 
should anything go wrong. 
Kevin D. Teasley is the public affairs director of    __ 
the Reason Foundation. 





By Traci Bauer 
Gannett News Service 
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. — Through no fault of 
its own, the student newspaper at Southwest 
Missouri Slate University cannot give its readers a 
complete account of campus crime. 
In July, university officials distributed a policy 
regarding the media's access to campus security 
reports. It simply staled — citing the Family 
Education Rights and Privacy Act — that, in order 
to protect the rights of students, we would not 
have access to the reports. 
G O IS/I ff^/l EIM ~T~/\ Ft X 
Through censorship of security reports, the 
university's control over the content of our 
newspaper led us to request that a consistent 
policy be established. We were told if we wanted 
all or nothing, we'd get nothing. One university 
official said, "We don't have to give you anything, 
if that's the way you want it" 
That's not the way we want it — or the way 
we'll have it. We believe slate open-records laws 
allow us access to security information. 
Experience as student journalists is supposed to 
prepare us for careers as professional journalists. 
Society will someday be in sad shape if today's 
student journalists allow twisted interpretation of 
federal laws to go unchallenged. 
Officials here claim they arc protecting students' 
rights, but they are totally disregarding students' 
rights to know about what is happening on 
campus concerning crime. 
We believe state 
open-records laws allow 
us access to security 
information. 
The students — our readers — are concerned 
about campus crime. At a recent meeting with the 
director of security, many students criticized the 
university for failing to cooperate in informing 
students about crimes on campus. 
For now. The Standard, like an increasing 
number of other college newspapers, waits for the 
courts and legislators to determine if university 
administrators will continue to prevent the flow of 
important information. 
For us, that means taking specific questions to 
the director of the office of university relations and 
praying that he will give us some kind of clue 
about what's going on. 
Traci Bauer is the editor o/The Southwest 
Standard at Southwest Missouri Slate University. 
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/ Apple College 
Information Network 
V 
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JMU T-SHIRT 
Receive a FREE JMU T-Shirt with 
$50 in Valley Mall Receipts. 
Friday - Sunday, November 17 - 19 
Receipts must be dated later than 
Monday, November 13. __ 
Good Luck against Northeastern!! 
(T-Shirts available while supplies last) 
VALLEY MALL 
1-81 AND ROUTE 33 E. • H ARRISONBURG, VA 
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Recycling: help save our planet 
, It lakes the earth 500 years to turn one aluminum can 
into dust, but you can do it in a matter of minutes — so 
say EARTH'S posters advertising their recycling 
campaign. So far, JMU students have responded well. 
• EARTH has placed recycling bins in every dorm, and in 
the nine weeks since the program began, EARTH has 
recycled 1,522 pounds of aluminum, or about 35,000 cans. 
Recycling is critical to the maintenance of the earth as 
we now know it. According to a book by Susan Hassol 
and Beth Richman, "Recycling: 101 Practical Tips for 
Home and Work," one-third of all landfills will be filled to 
capacity by the end of 1991. Burning all of our waste is 
not the best option either. When paper, plastic and metal 
are burned together, you get air pollution and toxic ash, 
which is then deposited in landfills. This toxic ash can 
seep out of the landfill and contaminate our drinking 
water. '•"*' 
EARTH is hoping to get more help with its recycling 
campaign so it can expand from recycling aluminum to 
recycling newspapers as well. Almost half of all municipal 
waste is papers, and 17 trees, each 35 feet high, are needed 
to make one Ion of paper. Fewer of these trees would be 
killed if more paper was recycled, which would help 
prevent soil erosion, and the deterioration of the land. 
People are getting better about recycling, though. In 
1974, only 11 cans per person were recycled in the United 
Slates. In 1987, the amount recycled had risen to 157 cans 
per person, according to Hassol and Richman. 
The best thing about recycling here at JMU is that it's 
easy. All you have to do is have a separate garbage bag for 
aluminum cans and bring it down to the EARTH bin in the 
basement of your dorm once a week. EARTH members 
collect them every Saturday. If you're really ambitious, you 
can meet EARTH members at 11 a.m. on Saturdays in E- 
Lot to help them collect the cans. The administration can 
help by being sure that Buildings and Grounds provides 
trucks each Saturday to haul the cans. 
Students are doing great so far by participating in the 
recycling program, but we can do even belter. If each 
student makes a conscious effort to recycle cans, we can 
make a difference, and we'll not only be helping EARTH, 
well be helping ourselves. 
Put yourself in another's place 
Have you ever thought of what it would be like to be 
physically disabled in some way? 
Most of us would answer no to that question, and then 
would say something like, "It could never happen to me." 
Well, it may never happen to you, but if it did, wouldn't 
it be nice to know that you could still reach any building 
on campus and go to your classes or your professors' 
offices? Or that D-Hall, PC Dukes and every dorm was 
accessible? Or even a bathroom? What if you were 
temporarily disabled — if you broke your leg biking or 
skiing? Would you be able to handle the frustration 
accompanying inaccessibility? 
Currently, federal law requires that all new buildings be 
handicapped accessible, but the JMU administration is 
trying to go a full step further and make all JMU buildings 
up to standards. The administration and the Disability 
Services section of the Office of Student Affairs should be 
commended on this endeavor. 
Many areas on this campus are not easily made open to 
disabled students. The many steep flights of stairs and 
hills that roll through our campus make a simple trip to a 
post office box an almost exhausting chore. 
Imagine for a minute that you were disabled and you 
lived in a Bluesione dorm. On Saturday morning you 
wanted to check your mail. In order to do so, you would 
have to go the long way around D-hall and then down a 
few steep hills to reach the campus center. Most people 
would be plenty scared to roll down or plenty tired to roll 
up those hills, but there are disabled students on this 
campus that make this trip on a daily basis. 
It is a pan of human nature that you cannot clearly 
identify with people who are in situations you have never 
experienced. That's why newspapers always write "ii may 
happen here stories" — so that readers may be able to 
relate to the given situation. 
And that is the purpose of this editorial. We all need to 
think about the situation and realize that jusl because 
handicapped accessibility won't make your day any easier, 
it could make someone else's day entirely. 
Oh, and those of you who park in handicapped parking 
spaces deserve to haye rusty railroad spikes driven through 
,   .your spleens, or at leasi pay the S30 parking ticket. 
BSA's 'try to understand* design 
to 'entice students to question' 
To the editor: 
I applaud Jean Steadman and Kerry Pcarce for being 
concerned enough to seek an answer to their questions in 
the Thursday Breeze letter "T-Shirts Promote 
'disharmony,' not racial harmony and equity'." At this 
time, I will address your points and probably points 
others will not dare to ask. 
All summer in different cities, there were shirts being 
sold that said "It's a black thing — You would not 
understand." Although I am sure that there are some 
people that believe this to be true, as Black Student 
Alliance president, I do not and will not promote that 
idea to ihe organization. 
In response to that T-shirt was ihe T-shirt that you 
saw: "It's a black thing — Try to understand." And 
believe me, everything on the shins was put- ihcre with 
great thought. 
The shirt shows black students on the steps of Wilson 
Hall. Wilson Hall is the focal point of James Madison 
University, and we as black students are an intricate part 
of this university. 
We are here and we are making things happen! The 
wording on the shirt was designed to entice students to 
ask questions. We hoped that students like yourselves 
would ask questions of those wearing the shirts, instead 
of writing to The Breeze. Since you missed the 
opportunity, allow me to enlighten you to the meaning 
of the phrase. 
JMU, "try to understand" that black students, like all 
students, have needs and desires. There are times these 
needs vary from the majority needs, but they should not 
be overlooked. Please open your eyes and heart and allow 
yourself to be exposed to our unique interests. 
Those shirts also serve to unile the black population at 
JMU and instill a sense of pride, so that we can go out 
and be positive forces on this campus. 
I would like to commend ihe white students that bought 
the shirts and expressed appreciation for BSA and all that 
it has done for the university this year. 
Jean and Kerry, I think thai we would all be so much 
better off if we would look deeper than the surface before 
using such strong accusations of the BSA promoting 
disharmony. 
The BSA was responsible for the Homecoming Parade. 
This promoted harmony and school spirit. The BSA was 
making signs for the football stadium long before a 
spirit award was being given. This was to promote 
harmony and school spirit. The BSA is co-sponsoring a 
Spring Break trip to Cancun with the UPB. This is to 
promote harmony and school spirit. 
Must all negative things be magnified while all 
positive things go unnoticed? One of the goals of the 
BSA is to educate all students on black issues. 
Jean and Kerry, I encourage you to attend the next BSA 
meeting on Nov. 21. or come to.the BSA office in the 
Warren Campus Ccnlcr. I will be more than happy to 
help you understand, so that you too can promote true 
harmony and equality for all. 
Angela Dyson 
president 
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Unable to get ride home, writer 
uses time to complain creatively 
To the editor: 
Last week I had a problem getting a ride home to 
Virginia Beach since people kept taking down my "Ride 
Wanted" card but never calling or replacing the card. I 
felt I should write The Breexe, but I realized it would 
never make it into print because it would be deemed too 
trivial. So, I decided to use the following format: 
Last Monday, I was driving my car to the abortion 
clinic when I didn't notice the new stop sign by the 
union. Since I was too busy thinking about capital 
punishment, I ran the stop sign and accidentally hit a 
homosexual who was on the way to protesting a KKK 
march. Then I knew I was in trouble. Not only have my 
grades been screwed up by the plus/minus system, and I 
can't find a parking space closer than Verona, but I have 
to find a ride home since my car caught on fire. By the 
way, my American flag was also a victim of the blaze. 
Hopefully, you realize this is satire. Please don't spend 
three hours writing a letter to argue with me — it's a 




many will try to adjust our laws to correspond with 
whatever particular Bible passage is in favor at the 
moment — like the one which states that laws should 
punish "liars," "homosexuals" and other "sinners" (I 
Timothy 1: 9-10). If you want to live your life by the 
Bible, try living up to this passage: "Whoever among 




Government by religion shows 
'disregard for common sense' 
To the editor: 
The column for government by religion by Charles 
Chusuei displayed such a insulting disregard for common 
sense that I felt obliged to respond. 
According to Chusuei, non-religious forms of 
government are established in a rationalistic atheism, 
spawned by a complete void of universal standards. 
However, if one actually bothers to read the arguments 
behind most constitutions, what one usually will see is a 
belief in universal principles that are recognized through 
man's capacity to reason. 
I don't expect-my letter to change anyone's mind, and 
Reporting all rapes will protect 
women from 'demented' men 
To the editor: 
I would like to point out to all male and female students 
that women's bodies are abused, violated and disrespected 
by insecure and demented or violent and power-hungry 
men, even here at JMU. 
According to Monday's Breeze, another woman was 
allegedly a victim of "forcible rape" at a party at Olde 
Mill Village. The term "forcible rape" is a misleading 
redundancy; what kind of rape is not forcible? 
While sexual harassment and rape still exist on our 
campus and in our society, we must protect ourselves by 
reporting all rapes and attempted rapes. I would like to 
thank the woman who reported the alleged rapist at Olde 
Mill to the police, for although one alleged rapist has 
been caught, we realize that we must take precautions. 
According to the statistics, one out if every four 
college women is a victim of rape or attempted rape. 
Prepare yourself for the possibility. Buy a loud, tin 
whistle from a JMU NOW member and carry it with you, 
always lock your door at night, take advantage of the 
campus cadet escort service, and if someone tries to or 
succeeds in raping you, please report it to the police. 
Until sexual perceptions are changed so that women are 
no longer victims, we must try to protect ourselves. Let's 




Problems behind drug abuse not 
solved by 'throwing users in jail' 
To the editor: v J 
Jay Shepard has a point. It is true that each cocaine 
user is supporting the Colombian kingpins. But beyond 
that fact, Shepard's argument descends into a jumble of 
ridiculous statements and illogical conclusions about all 
drug use. Mr. Shepard's letter was just as unfocused as it 
was humorous. 
My question to Mr. Shepard is this: Did you just not 
bother with facts, or did you also forget to think? Most 
of the marijuana on campus comes from fairly local 
growers through friendship links and certainly does not 
affect Los Angeles. Obviously, you have no concept of 
the culture of poverty and hopelessness that perpetuates 
the crime-infested conditions of the nation's capital, 
either. There are thousands there who are killing 
themselves with crack. But the drug problem in D.C. is 
just a symptom of the overall problem. Throwing users 
in jail is not going to solve that problem any more than 
prohibition stopped alcohol use. 
I find it interesting that Mr. Shepard is quite surprised 
that the only group he holds "honest hatred" for is "not 
the Soviets," but drug users. I think he should spend a 
little less time finding people to hate and a little more 
time understanding. He needs to understand the real 
problems behind drug abuse. And he needs to understand 
that he can fight with his hatred in the "jungles of 
Colombia" for the rest of his All-American heroic life 
and not do a damn bit of good. 
The fact of the mailer is that we have social problems 
to worry about in the United States that go far beyond the 
simple solutions of jailing users or just saying no. As 
long as there are drugs (and there will be, one way or 
another), there will be drug users, and vice-versa. And as 
long as the nation takes the stance of Jay Shepard, 




Think of Your 
Degree... * s 
admission to one 
of america's strongest 
$1.5+ billion regionalretail 
corporations 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES 
At Roses, we know bright minds fuel bright futures   That's one reason 
we rank among America's strongest regional retail concerns with over 
260 store locations throughout the Southeast. Here, you will join an 
aggressively growing SI 5* billion company with ongoing plans to 
expand its market leadership by 15-25 stores per year  You will also 
benefit from a Management Development Program that provides 
individual training from some of the industry's most respected 
management talent. After that, the advancement comes at a very 
rewarding pace. 
Currently, we have excellent opportunities for career-minded college 
grads For the full story about our excellent salaries, benefits, regional 
training sites and more, simply call toll free or submit your resume to: 
ROSE'S STORES, INC. 
P.H. Rote BMg. 
Henderson. NC 27534 
Attn: R I    Hylton, CA 
l-Mt-35*-IH9 (outside NC) 
l-M*-4J3-*2M (within NC) 
EOE 
T T 
Come join our gang at... 
RESTAIRANT AND DELICATESSEN 
Deli*Gourmet Foods* Imported Cheeses* 
•All Legal Beverages 
Catering Service ■ 434-7647       Take Out Orders 
ST WATER ST. HARRISONBTJRG. VIRGINIA 
  I 
- 
FIRST CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN 
315 SOUTH DOGWOOD DRIVE 
(located next to the Westover City Park) 
434-8288 
Church School - - 9:30am 
Worship - - 10:30am 
Dr. J.D. Glick 
pastor 
Call if you want a ride. 
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SGA reforms needed for effectiveness 
The plus/minus proposal failed because the students 
shouted it down. The unfolding of this major issue 
demonstrates that JMU students of different 
backgrounds and ideologies can unite and successfully 
realize a goal. 
However, future issues such as the parking problem 
and the spending of student fees will be more 
complex. Students will need more information to 
form opinions and these opinions will be more 
diverse. Without a united front on the issues, the 
administration and faculty will feel no pressure to 
listen to the students. 
Fortunately, there already exists a student 
organization with the potential to educate students on 
complex issues, gather student ideas and opinions, 
and loudly voice student input for the faculty and 
administration: the Student Government Association. 
But before our SGA can become the megaphone for 
the student body, a series of reforms is needed to' 
correct its fundamental flaws. • 
The major problem with the SGA is the failure of 
the legislative branch, the senate, to represent its 
constituents accurately. This flaw is the result of 
various factors. 
First, commuter senators, who represent half the 
students, do not know who their constituents are. 
Unlike on-campus senators who represent dorms, 
commuter senators do not have defined areas to 
represent. Because of this, it is impossible for the 
SGA to thoroughly inform or poll commuters. 
To solve this structural defect, the senate must 
immediately assign districts to the commuter 
senators. This is crucial so commuters can offer their 
input on such issues as JMU's parking problem. 
A second reason for inaccurate representation is the 
lack of incentives for senators to be receptive and 
responsible. Because many students appear apathetic 
about campus issues, senators feel they will not be 
criticized if they ignore their constituents. 
But students are not inherently apathetic; they are 
merely responding apathetically to an inefficient and 
unresponsive SGA. 
The overwhelming rejection of the plus/minus 
proposal proves that students can loudly voice their 
views. Thus, when students realize the extent and 
danger of an unresponsive SGA, they have the 
powerful potential to push for senator accountability. 
GUEST   COLUMNIST 
/ 
Alex Pedersen 
Calls for SGA reform will begin when students 
start questioning the performance of their senators; 
Do they research issues affecting JMU? Do they 
discuss these issues with their constituents? Do they 
record ideas and opinions? Do they work on 
legislation reflecting the consensus of their 
constituents? Do they consult constituents on the 
final draft of all senate bills? Do they cast votes 
reflecting the results of thorough constituent polls? 
Do they update constituents on the SGA's progress? 
Criticism will intensify when students realize the 
dramatic drawbacks of having an unreceptive SGA; 
Students will not be informed or consulted on such 
complex issues as the parking problem and the 
spending of student fees. Also, students who want 
more athletic facilities and academic scholarships, 
instead of brick plazas and honor code plaques, will 
not be heard. 
To avoid overwhelming criticism by the students, 
the senate should immediately institute its own 
incentives. 
First, it should limit senator terms to one semester, 
because if senators know they could lose their 
positions, they will work harder to satisfy the needs 
of their constituents. 
Second, a quasi-independent watchdog committee 
should be formed to make sure senators accurately 
inform and poll their constituents. 
Once reforms are instituted and the flaws corrected, 
everyone at JMU will benefit. The SGA as an 
institution will benefit because the more students are 
asked about campus issues, the more students will 
support the SGA's effort to meet student needs. 
The senators will benefit because when they listen 
to their constituents, they will hear innovative 
problem-solving ideas they never considered. 
The faculty and administration will benefit because 
when they consult the SGA, they will be confident 
they are dealing with the legitimate spokesperson for 
the student body. 
Most importantly, the students themselves will 
benefit because they will be participating in a 
decision-making process that can make JMU the best 
university in Virginia. 
Alex Pedersen is a junior history major. 
File 
With Macintosh 
you can even do this: 
Macintosh'computers have always been easy to use. But they've never 
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale. 
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety 
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals. 
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
Macintosh Safe, you can wind up with much more of a computer. 
Without spending a lot more money. 
Saue 





The Macintosh Sale 
Now through Januarys 
JMU Bookstore. Warren Campus Center 
Available lo full-UmeJMl siudenu. faculty and staff 
568-6121 
1'm.y^Ompulrr An .l/flr It*Appk-k#'.ai<l MmnOubarer^N,mlmklenmrk. i/.-yipfrtumfulrr Im 
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THURSDAY 
The <;<>ds Musi Be Cra/.y (PC.) — 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
Look Who** Talking (PG-13)— 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres. 1:30 
p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 
p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
The Bear (PC.) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 
5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
Immediate Family (PC.-13) — 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 
p.m.. 9:35 p.m. 
Dad (PC.) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 4:30 p.m.. 7 
p.m., 9:20 p.m. 
The Phantom or the Opera (R) — 
Loews Theatres, 7:30 p.m., 9:30 
p.m. 
Next or Kin (R) — Loews Theatres, 
7 p.m., 9:10 p.m. 
Staying Together (R) — Loews 
Theatres, 7:35 p.m., 9:35 p.m. 
FRIDAY 
Lethal Weapon II (R) — 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 7 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
Look Who's Talking (PG-13) — 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 
p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 
p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
The Bear (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 
5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Immediate Family (PG 13) — 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:35 
p.m.. 9:35 p.m. 
Dad (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 
p.m., 9:20 p.m. 
The Phantom or the Opera (R) — 
Loews Theatres, 7:30 p.m., 9:30 
p.m. 
Next or Kin (R) — Loews Theatres, 
7 p.m., 9:10 p.m. 
Staying Together (R) — Loews 
Theatres, 7:35 p.m.. 9:35 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Lethal Weapon II (R) — 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 7 p.m.. 
9:30 p.m. 
Look Who's Talking (PG-13) — 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres. 1:30 
p tii.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:31) 
p.m., 9:30p.m. 
The Hear (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 
5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Immediate Family (PG-13) — 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres. 1:30 
p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 
p.m.. 9:35 p.m. 
Dad (PG) — Valley Mall Locwk 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.!7 
p.m., 9:20 p.m. 
The Phantom or the Opera (R) — 
Loews Theatres, 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 
p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Students are involved with 
O'Donnell and Mike Glavin 
Joanne Cohan (above righ 
Fogleman (bottom left) Inti 
reviews the film with techr 
-p« m 
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with every aspect of producing "Midweek," from Megan 
ivin (above left) cuing cameras and setting up shots to 
right) filming a segment of the show. Host Stephan 
interviews guest Judy Sours of Studio Ph.D., and then 
chnician James Hines (bottom right). 
article by Karen Perry 




'Midweek' exposes communication majors to the hard work, 
glamour and excitement of producing a television talk show 
It airs on Wednesday and Thursday evenings at 
8:30 on channel 36, arid is appropriately named 
"Midweek." 
Produced completely by a group of nine 
telecom concentration communication majors, 
"Midweek" is a community affairs talk show 
now in its second season. 
Junior Stephan Foglcman is the host of 
"Midweek" this semester. The political science 
major says he has never done anything quite like 
this before, although he has had experience as an 
"interviewee" with the JMU Video Network. 
"I love it to death," he says. "It's great! It's 
great that JMU offers telecommunications." 
Megan O'Donncll, a "Midweek" 
co-producer/director, says Foglcman "seemed 
really excited and really enthused" while 
interviewing and auditioning for the position, 
qualities essential for being host. 
O'Donncll, a junior, and senior Mike Glavin 
share the producing and directing responsibilities. 
The pair are, according to O'Donncll, "totally 
responsible for everything." 
O'Donncll and Glavin choose topics and line 
up guests for the show. This summer, they 
returned to JMU a week early and completely 
reformatted the show. Although O'Donncll and 
Glavin must report to Bob Starr, director of the 
television production center, O'Donncll says 
Starr put the show in their hands at the 
beginning of the semester. 
Starr hopes the show can achieve consistent 
quality and continue to address "issues-oriented 
subject matter that experts and students can 
discuss," he says. 
Since its Oct. 11 season kickoff, "Midweek" 
topics have been Halloween, racism and drug>. 
Future topics will include cosmetology, stress 
and Christmas. 
Fogleman generally is satisfied with the show 
topics but "would like to see more political and 
ocial topic ." he.says. In "'trti iilar he would bo 
interested in doing a show on :■ I 
students. 
Fogleman also noted the students' obvious 
obligation to make the shows interesting. 
Michelle Silvcrman, a co-assistant producer and 
the public relations director, says the students 
strive to relate the show to members of the 
community and students, as well. 
O'Donncll says, "Each show we gel more and 
more into it," because the challenge to make the 
show more and more professional increases each 
week. O'Donncll constantly aims to improve the 
different aspects of the show, including graphics, 
guests, video footage and technical work. 
Next semester, several positions in the 
"Midweek" crew may change. But the current 
crew plans on using the experience it has gained 
on the show and applying it to other projects. 
«=^ 
O'Donncll ultimately wants to become a sports 
broadcaster. While she says she has really 
enjoyed producing "Midweek," it has opened up 
other outlets. 
If "Midweek" docs not need her next semester, 
O'Donncll plans to move on to commercial 
production. She will put together scripts and 
produce commercials to go in between portions 
of "Midweek" and the other JMU Video Network 
productions, "JMU Today" and "Coach's Show." 
Foglcman is not eligible to be the host again 
until next fall. He says, "Three months ago, I 
had no idea [I would be doing this). Who knows 
what I'm going to do with it." 
Fdglcman is considering pursuing a career 
producing political commercials, but he first 
plans to attend law school. "Midweek" has £iycn 
him practical experience lor entering the political 
arena, he believes. "Anyone in politics needs to 
be in front of a camera," he says. 
As for the iuture of "Midweek" itself, Stan- 
mentions the possibility of having a live call in 
talk show next year. Later this semester, a 
"Midweek" segment on stress also will be a live 
call-!'.'. ■'■'■■ 
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Got Something on Your Mind? 
Want to Tell Someone About it? 
! 
Send Your Letters to The Breeze 
We'll Get Your Thoughts out In the Open 
mmmmmm^mmm ■■i liiiii iii 11 II 
WANTED 
Facilities Assistants 
for Residence Life 
$4.00/hr up to 15 hrs per week 
Applications available at 103 Alumnae Hall, 
Office of Residence Life. 




ISA is looking 
forward to some 
Spring Break Fun!. 
Come out to an 
informative meeting 
on Thurs. Nov. 16 
at 7:00 p.m. in Keezell 
205 and you too can 
be CANCUN BOUND 
with JMU 
$300 IN PRIZES!! 
NAME THE NEW JMU BABY! 
THE JMU ID CARD 
HAS BEEN REBORN! 
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER! 
ITS NOW A MULTI-USE CARD 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
THE FOLLOWING: 
• MEAL CONTRACTS 
• FOOD FROM HOME CONTRACTS 
• FLEX ACCOUNT CONTRACTS 
•ACCESS TO ATHLETIC EVENTS 
• IDENTIFICATION 
WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
JMU's MULTI-USE CAMPUS CARD NEEDS A NAME AND LOGO 
CONTEST RULES: \ 
• PRIZES: 
1ST PRIZE - $100 FLEX ACCOUNT 
2ND PRIZE - $ 50 FLEX ACCOUNT 
3RD and 4TH PRIZES - $ 25 FLEX ACCOUNT 
FIRST 50 ENTRIES WILL RECEIVE A $2 FLEX ACCOUNT 
•Contest open to all currently enrolled JMU students 
•Submit entries on a white sheet of 8 1/2 x 11 paper. Please 
include name, JMU box number, and telephone number 
•Entries must be submitted by 5:00 p.m., November 30,1989, to 
the Campus Card Center (Gibbons Hall, Entrance 3) 
•Winner will be announced December 7,1989 
•Judges reserve the right to modify all entries 
•All entries become the exclusive property of JMU 
,      »Ties will be resolved by entry submittal date and time 
•If any questions, call x6446 
WHO KNOWS WHAT THE NEW JMU BABY WILL GROW UP TO BE? 
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LIFESTYLE 
After 38 years 
Retiring department head takes a look back 
By Debl Perez 
staff writer  
Come February, the department head 
of living sciences will be skiing in 
Vermont. But she can't do that and 
teach at the same time. After almost 
40 years at JMU and 28 years in the 
department head position, Dorothy 
Rowe will be retiring in December. 
"I have always found Dorothy Rowe 
to be a person of high energy level," 
Julius Roberson, dean of the College 
of Health and Human Development, 
says. "It's hard for me to believe that 
she's reached the chronological age of 
retirement since she's so young at 
heart" 
After spending "a lifetime" at JMU, 
according to her, Rowe is ready for a 
new life to begin, which will include 
cross country skiing. 
"I've bought the tickets to go to 
Vermont in February," she says. "I've 
never even been on skis before. 
"It's funny. I wanted to transfer [as 
an undergraduate] to Vermont. They 
didn't have skiing at JMU then." 
Rowe came to JMU in 1946 and 
graduated in 19S0 with degrees in 
dietetics and home economics 
education. 
"I came in as one of the dieticians in 
the fall of '51," Rowe says. "That was 
when Harrison was a dining hall and 
the home economics department was in 
Maury. 
"I transferred into the department of 
home economics in 1957 to teach 
foods. In 1959, I became the acting 
department head." 
Rowe then went to Ohio State 
University for one year to get her 
doctoral degree. JMU paid her half of 
her salary while she was away. Rowe 
still appreciates that help she got. 
"JMU has always been on the 
leading edge," she says. 
"I came back as the new department 
head in the fall of 1961, when the 
home economics department moved 
from Maury next door to the brand new 
Moody." 
She laughs, thinking back, "It isn't 
every new department head that gets a 
new building." 
Rowe can look back on a fruitful 38 
years. 
"We've come a long way. We have 
accreditation. All our professors hold 
terminal degrees in their field. 
"We've started new programs and 
dropped old ones. We developed 
fashion merchandising and interior 
design and dropped dress design and 
extension.'' 
The dietetics program is combining 
two divisions, general dietetics and 
food systems, into one. 
The university has undergone great 
changes since Rowe joined the faculty. 
In 1966, Madison College went coed 
and in 1977 it became JMU. 
The home economics department 
kept up with the times by changing its 
name in July of 1985 to the living 
sciences department. 
"It was happening nationally," Rowe 
says. "We felt we needed to improve 
our image. Home economics sounds 
like something from way back." 
Unfortunately, some people confuse 
living sciences with sciences such as 
chemistry or physics. 
"On Parents' Weekend, we have 
biology majors coming to our open 
house. One time during Homecoming, 
a graduate came in and asked if I taught 
botany." 
Rowe laughs and says, "Only in my 
spare time." 
The living sciences department has 
four areas of concentration — fashion 
merchandising, interior design, 
dietetics and home economics 
education. 
The hotel-restaurant management 
major used to be part of the program, 
but left to join die business department 
in 1977. This move still bothers 
Rowe 
"It brought men into the department. 
But I was told it looks better for men 
to have 'business' on their degree rather 
than 'home economics.'" 
As Rowe is preparing to leave, she 
would like to see the department 
continue to grow and evolve. 
"I'd like to see more opportunities 
for global things. I'd like to see Dr. 
Brcvard (a dietetics associate professor) 
take a team to Guatemala. I'd like to 
see Dr. Shelton (a fashion 
merchandising associate professor) take 
a group back to Paris and perhaps the 
Orient. 
"I would also like to see more 
enrollment in the department. Many 
people apply and don't get in. We can 
handle more. We have the teachers and 
we have the classroom space," she 
says. 
"I would like to see three of our 
courses, consumer economics, family 
relations and nutrition, get into liberal 
studies. [The university] prepares 
students for everything but living. We 
give them professional training, but 
we don't teach them to put food on the 
table, to get along with people or to 
create good housing." 
Dorothy Rowe 




Rowe has noticed a "greater respect 
for family on this campus. Some 
people say that family doesn't exist 
anymore. That's not true. If families 
are going out [of existence], why can't 
you buy a plane ticket at Thanksgiving 
or Christmas? 
"Even if families arc not the typical 
stereotype — mother, father and two or 
three children — people arc going to 
get together in groups, for example, 
homosexual couples," she says. 
"Maybe it doesn't sound elite enough 
to say your business is family, but I 
can't believe that every single person 
on this campus isn't connected to a 
family in some way." 
/ 
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Bridqing JMU and city through volunteensm 
^ ^* . .„.       o onM ic eiMdilv growine. Moran says. 
By Colleen Horn 
staff writer 
Beyond the mailboxes in the campus center, where 
students routinely come in search of something other 
than "air mail," is a hallway hardly noticeable to the 
casual observer. • 
TJiis hallway goes far beyond routine student life. 
At the end of this winding passageway, a pulsation 
deep in the heart of the student center rests in two 
small chambers. A steady flow of student volunteers 
travel through this corridor, going in and out of the 
tiny offices, giving the Center for Service Learning 
(CSL) its life. 
Administrators believe CSL is at "the heart of 
higher education," says Beverly Moran, a CSL 
graduate assistant. 
The program follows a new mission of the 
university to work active learning into the 
curriculum. This student volunteer organization 
places students in the Harrisonburg community, 
where they can teach a 42-year-old man how to read, 
talk to people who have lost ihcir homes and are faced 
with living in a shelter, or befriend an eight-year-old 
boy whose estranged father never taught him to throw 
a baseball. 
Sophomore Melanie Rimler, CSL's day care 
undergraduate program assistant, is comfortably 
dressed, with her long blonde hair pulled back in a 
casual braid. It's 9:15 on a rainy Thursday morning, 
and she's on her way to Valley Day Care for a 
volunteer site visit. The day care center is located in 
the back of The Community Mennor.ite Church. 
In the one-room day care, the paint peeling from the 
walls is barely noticeable through the makeshift 
wallpaper of orange pumpkin drawings. Rimler enters 
the room, and 10 miniature heads, lined in imperfect 
rows in front of a big screen television, turn in 
curiosity to see the visitor. 
Without any shyness, the children take turns sitting 
on Rimlcr's lap and whispering to her their secrets. 
"Volunteers are needed at the day care centers," Rimler 
says, "because children need lots of one-on-one 
attention, and that's important during the developing 
years." 
Rimler says she wasn't sure what she wanted to do 
with her English major after graduation, until CSL 
gave her life direction. After working with CSL, she 
has decided to open a day care center. "Volunteering at 
the day care teaches me by hands-on experience. It's 
almost like an internship because this is exactly what 
I want to do after I graduate." 
On the wall in one of the CSL offices hangs a sign 
that says, "What you give is five. What you get back 
is immeasurable." 
Also on the wall of the CSL office are four different 
appreciation awards to show the hard work and 
dedication JMU volunteers have given to the 
Harrisonburg community. 
The award Rimler receives from the program, 
though, can't be framed and hung on a wall, unless 
it's a crayon sketch drawn by one of her day care 
children. Instead, she says her reward is the feeling 
she gets when she holds a small child in her arms. 
"Volunteering at CSL teaches you how much people 
are really needed and how much you need other 
people." 
The center, started two years ago, has 30 active 
programs a d is stea ily i g, . The 
program is progressively gaining student volunteers, 
volunteer programs and faculty members 
incorporating the program into their curriculum. 
Moran says many JMU students don't know about the 
center and the excellent opportunities it offers. 
The 30 agencies and programs are divided into six 
areas: aging services, homeless, childcare services, 
special populations, literacy and special projects. 
Almost 400 students have been placed with these 
agencies so far this fall. "We want this to be an 
experience everyone at JMU should have before they 
leave," Moran says. 
The CSL is used by all different types of 
organizations to fulfill community service 
requirements. One fraternity sponsored a Halloween 
party for the children at two day care centers. Rimler 
says it's great to see guys break down their macho 
barriers when they arc with the children. 
In many classes at JMU, teachers now are making 
voluntary service part of the curriculum. 
Moran says there are now 50 to 60 faculty members 
who use the program to supplement their students' 
learning experiences. 
Junior Corby Amos is taking professor Cecil 
Bradfield's "Third World Countries" class, in which 
students must fulfill a 15-hour volunteer service 
requirement. 
"Working at Mercy House has opened up an avenue 
in which I can come in contact with children that 
have not been as fortunate as myself," Amos says. 
"Through this contact, I've learned much about 
myself, my insecurities, as well as another side of 
American society." 












GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY 
1596 S. Main Street (Mick or Mack Complex) 
Our Family Is.happy to provide the best coin laundry possible. 
Modern- Clean — Lowest Prices — Best Value 
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE! 
38 washers • 22 new, modern American 
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows time 
and temperature • Accepts dimes & quarters • 
Controlled Atmosphere tor Year round comfort • 
Cable TV • Lounge & Snack area • Restroom • 
Coin changer • Plenty of folding area • Soap vending 
machine • Plenty of Hot Water • Attendant on Duty 




(10 mln, for 250} 
■Convenient Hours: Daily 6am - 9:30pm 
[ Last load 8:45pm  433-1566 
1059 S. High St. 433-0077 
QEE $2 
1059 S. High St. 433-0077     • 
QEE     : $1 
16" two-topping pizza 
at 
12" two-topping pizza 
Not valW with other specials   5 Not valid wttfi other specials  J 





dssanutten Ski %port 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food Service, Cashiers, and More! 
* Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 
For More Information, Call 289-9441 
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SPORTS 
Revving up 
New-look Dukes find transition game in 68-63 exhibition win 
By Matt Wasniewski 
assistant sports editor 
A new JMU men's basketball team 
took the floor against Marathon Oil 
Monday — literally. The 'new Dukes' 
out-rebounded, out-shot and 
out-transitioned their guests, capturing 
a 68-63 exhibition victory before 
3,500 onlookers at the Convo. 
Once-upon-a-time starters Barry 
Brown, Troy Bos tic and Claude 
Ferdinand didn't even take off their 
warm-up jerseys, as center Billy Coles 
and guard Steve Hood shouldered much 
of the second-half offense. 
The tandem were responsible for two 
second half spurts, including a 
seven-point run which culminated at 
8:34 when Hood drove into the lane, 
hit the layup and was fouled by 
Marathon's Cliff Webber. Hood 
connected from the stripe to put JMU 
up 57-50. Still, the Maryland transfer 
wasn't pleased with his game effort, 
especially with his two-point 
production in the first half. 
"It's a confidence thing — if I hit my 
first shot —. and I just didn't hit my 
first few outside shots in the first 
half," Hood said. "Second half, I 
thought I just had to go to the hole and 
get my confidence going. I'm a lot 
better than what I showed." 
In addition to Hood's lightning-quick 
first step, Coles' strong inside play, 
worth 11 points late in the game, 
frustrated the Marathon defense. The 
junior college transfer led all scorers 
with 17 points. And with a little help 
from freshman Jeff Chambers, Coles 
was able to clear the lane for the 
Dukes' revived transition game. 
"That's the key to our transition. 
Because were not really going to pound 
them in the half-court game, we've got 
to beat them up and down the court," 
Coles said. "We've been working on 
getting the ball inside because that's 
what we didn't do against the 
Yugoslavians." 
Chambers, Fess Irvin and William 
Davis rounded out the JMU starting 
five — all of whom played at least 30 
minutes of the contest. Irvin ran the 
point for the first time in nearly two 
years. His JMU debut included seven 
points, a couple of rebounds, three 
assists and two steals. One steal came 
with 12:45 left in the first half, when 
he intercepted a pass on the perimeter 
and ran the length of the court for a 
layup. The score cut Marathon's early 
lead to 10-9. 
"We have a lot of guys who can put 
the ball in the basket," Irvin said. 
"Somebody has to step up take a role 
as far as getting those guys the ball 
and the good shots. That's the role I try 
to take. Sometimes it's going to be 
there for me to penetrate — for me to 
score — because I like scoring too." 
Davis, the lone returning 1988-89 
player to start the game, showed 
maturity with his oft-notorious shot 
selection. The sophomore forward was 
seven-of-14 from the field with 15 
points and managed to yank down a 
game high 10 boards. Chambers had 
S0ven rebounds, four points and a 
couple of blocks. 
Kenny Brooks was periodically 
substituted for Irvin and ran the offense 
effectively for 10 minutes, scoring two 
and dishing out two assists. 
Head coach Lefty Driesell wouldn't 
confirm whether Monday night's major 
participants would be the starting five 
against North Carolina in the season 
opener at the Maui Classic Nov. 24. 
However, he was pleased with the 
team's production and indicated that he 
would go with a similar set-up against 
the Tarheels. 
"We won tonight, and I thought we 
did a pretty good job. I would imagine 
I'd stick with that lineup," Driesell 
said. "We've got a lot of players that 
are about equal. Next game they may 
be playing the whole game and some 
of the guys who played tonight might 
not be playing." 
As far as the notable absence of 
Ferdinand, Bostic and Brown is 
concerned, Driesell said their time will 
come. 
"I really don't know what you can 
read into [tonight's lineup]," he said. 
"Their chance will come, I'm sure, 
before the season is over. But tonight 
we just didn't play them." 
The Dukes traded baskets and the lead 
with Marathon during the opening 
stages of the game. A Coles layup at 
11:00 gave JMU a 13-10 margin. 
But Marathon's Darrin Houston 
nailed two consecutive three-pointers 
and teammate Jeff King hif a 10-footcr 
to combine for eight Unanswered 
points, giving the visitors a 18-13 
lead. For the remainder of the half the 
Dukes played catch-up, cutting the lead 
to 22-21 on another Coles' layup. But 
Marathon pulled away again, taking a 
34-29 lead into the locker room. 
The Dukes scored most of their 
nearly two dozen transition points in 
the second half. During a two-minute 
scoring frenzy. Coles, Hood and Davis 
combined for eight points as JMU 
regained the lead, 42-39. 
Marathon hung tough, relying on 
another three-pointer from Houston and 
a driving layup by Eric Turner. The 
score was tied at 50 with 9:53 
remaining when Coles hit a nine-foot 
turn around to begin a JMU run that 
Marathon couldn't surmount. 
Former N.C. State Ail-American 
Phil Ford, who is currenlty one of 
Dean Smith's top assistants, was on 
hand to scout the Dukes for the 
Tarheels. North Carolina is ranked 
seventh in the nation in the latest AP 
and UPI polls. JMU received nine 
votes for the AP Top 25 poll and also 
received votes for the UPI Top 20. 
Last year's NCAA sweethearts, the 
Virginia Cavaliers, received three votes 
for the AP Top 25. 
One factor that could weigh heavily 
in JMU's favor next week, is that 
Tarheel standout center Scott Williams 
may be sidelined due to appendicitis. 
Asked whether the Dukes might 
benefit in light of Williams' absence 
from the UNC lineup, Driesell 
responded in his patented colorful 
manner. 
"I don't think anything about that," 
Driesell said. "I've heard all that before 
from Chapel Hill. A guy's not going 
to play and then he shows up to play. 
These doctors now, down there in 
Chapel Hill, put the magic wand on 
'em and get 'em well. 
"Dean always reports little, minor 
injuries. He likes to do that to keep the 
gamblers off-base." 
Staff photo by FRED NORTH 
JMU's Billy Coles elevates for a layup in Monday night's 68-63 win 
against Marathon Oil. Coles led all scorers with 17 points. 
it lt< >«•«><»•« «i »l« o >troti<i.>itiiii4»»4tiiiiiiit<Mii4»l 
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Northeastern Huskies 
Location: Boston, Mass. 
Enrollment: 15,500 
Conference: Independent 
1988 Record: 4-7 
1989 Record: 3-7 
Head Coach: Paul Pawlak 
Pawlak's Record: 48-75-1,12 
seasons, nine at NU <.. 
Last Week: Lost to Maine, 
29-26 
Series Meeting: JMU leads 
3-1 
Offense: Wishbone 
Defense: Multiple Set, 
The Massachusetts State Board of Health might 
be a stronger opponent for Northeastern this 
weekend than JMU ever could. Due to a measles 
outbreak, close to 1/4 of the football team has 
been quarantined. Test results Tuesday confirmed 
that 20 football players have the disease. Those 
players, along with five members of the hockey 
team, are confined to campus until 
Thanksgiving. Northeastern asked to have the 
game moved to Boston, but JMU officials 
declined. 
If that doesn't deplete their ranks enough, the 
Huskies have lost six straight after going 3-1 in 
the first part of the season which included 
shutouts of Rhode Island and Cornell. They beat 
Towson State 20-17 in their opener, a team JMU 
crushed 41-6. 
Against Massachusetts, the other opponent 
Northeastern and the Dukes have in common, 
the Huskies lost 31-27. The Dukes lied the 
Minutemen 28-28. 
Last week, against Maine, Northeastern piled 
up 345 yards on the ground, finishing with a 
total of 397 yards. The Huskies' defense held 
Maine to 344 yards of total offense. 
Fullback Harold Scott has. just seven 
touchdowns this season, and he notched three last 
week. Scott had 124 yards on 12 carries against 
Maine which brings his 10-game total to 778 
yards this season. 
Only quarterback Dan Daponde has more 
attempts than Scott, but he suffered a season 
ending injury/ to" his shoulder against 
Massachusetts. Byron Hurt, a sophomore, has 
played part of all 10 games at quarterback, 
throwing for 270 yards and three touchdowns. 
Out of the wishbone set, the Huskies don't 
throw much, but when they do the ball goes to 
freshman Brandon Tsetsilas, a 5-foot-10, 
170-pound split end. Tsetsilas, who's scored just 
one touchdown, has seven catches for an average 
of 21.4 yards per reception. 
After losing the first game of the series, 9-6, in 
Harrisonburg back in 1984, the Dukes have 
owned the competition including a 29-13 
meeting last year in Boston. 
The Dukes' defense against the rush is ranked 
ninth in Division I-AA, allowing 115.2 yards per 
game, and for a team that relies on the rush to 
win, Northeastern could have a tough afternoon 
at JMU Stadium. 
The game will begin at 1 p.m. Saturday, a half 
hour earlier than usual. It will be the final game 
of the season for both schools, and 13 JMU 
seniors will be recognized prior to kickoff. 



























Winning percentage    , 
College    ' 
UVa at Maryland 
Notre Dame at Penn State 
Auburn at Georgia 
Virginia Tech at N.C. State 
Iowa State at Oklahoma State 
Pro 
Buffalo at New England 
Kansas City at Cleveland 
Minnesota at Philadelphia 
L.A. Raiders at Houston 
Denver at Washington Washington 
It's a gift. Yes, a gift from God. Some people can turn back their eyelids, others can wiggle their ears or roll their tongues. But not Stephanie 
Swaim, predicting goddess. She can pick football games better than any other human being alive — or at least the rest of the Breeze's 
predicting staff. As they try to comprehend how she could ever have foreseen the huge (yes, I said HUGE) upset win of Detroit over 
Green Bay last Sunday ("I just feel what games to pick, almost like someone is sending them to me ..."), they can take solace in the fact 
that she knows not what she does, but she does know how to keep her lead over the rest of the panel. And does anything else really matter 
in the great scheme of life? Poor John R. has given up his weekly consultations with the Harrisonburg local palm-reader Madame Zulu after 
going 0-5 in his pro picks last week and has decided to team up with Dave in his nightly sessions with a Ouiji board. ("The needle says no 
John R. I really believe that Southern Methodist might beat the spread this week.") Matt has decided that he will start playing "paper scissors 
rock"with his apartmentmates each week. After all what does he have to lose? Last week's guest Shelia Moorman managed to go 5-4-1 to tie 
for first for the week. To save face, the losers, and we write that in jest, have decided to go undercover so that they might be able to eat in 
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WsiQ®On • 
(upcoming events in JMU sports) 
FOOTBALL WOMEN'S   SWIMMING   AND 
Saturday 
JMU. 1 p.m. 
— Northeastern at DIVING 
Saturday — American at JMU, 
noon 
WOMEN'S   BASKETBALL 
MEN'S   CROSS   COUNTRY 
Monday   —   JMU   at   NCAA 
National      Championships 
Monday  —  Tungsram   Club, 
Hungary at JMU [exhibition], 
7:30 p.m. 
[Annapolis], 11 a.m. MEN'S   WRESTLING 
MEN'S SWIMMING      AND 
Sunday   —   JMU    in    Navy 
Tournament [Annapolis], 10 a.m. 
DIVING MEN'S   GYMNASTICS 
Saturday - 
3 p.m. 
-American at JMU, Saturday — JMU at Metro Open 
[Annapolis], 1 p.m. 
ROLLERSKATE  NIGHT  — 
There will be a rollerskate night 
tonight and Nov. 30 from 7:30 
p.m. to 10 p.m. Skate rentals are 
available. Admission is free with a 
JMU ID. 
BOWLING — The sign-up 
deadline for intramural bowling is 
Nov. 29 by noon in Godwin 213. 
BASKETBALL  3  ON   3  — 
There will be a sign-up meeting 
for intramural basketball 3 on 3 
(Schick Super Hoops) Nov. 29 at 
5:30 p.m. in Godwin 344. 
BASKETBALL   OFFICIALS 
— Interested in earning $3.65 to 
$7.85 an hour? The first 
intramural baske.ball officials 
clinic will be held Nov. 30 at 5 
p.m. in Godwin 205. 
EMPLOYMENT — 
Applications are now being 
accepted for intramural supervisors 
and lifeguards. Lifeguards must 
have advanced lifesaving and CPR 
certification. Applications can be 
picked up in Godwin 213 from 9 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
Ritter   paces   Dukes 
to fifth place showing 
JMU's Patricia Ritter led the 
women's cross country team to a 
fifth-place finish at the 25-team 
Eastern College Athletic Conference 
Championships held Saturday in New 
Canaan, Conn. Ritter's time of 18:28 
over the 5,000-meter course was good 
enough for a fourth-place individual 
finish. The meet concluded the team's 
season. 
Sophomore Jackie Lynch placed 
15th in 18:59. # 
Field hockey players 
named to All-South 
Three JMU field hockey players 
have been named to the 1989 College 
Field Hockey Coaches Association 
(CFHCA)/ Sauck Valley All-South 
Region Team. 
Forward Kerry Nadwodny was 
named to the first team, while 
goalkeeper Laura Knapp and 
midfielder Heather Owen earned 
honorable mention. 
All three players earned All-South 
honors for the first time. 
Nadwodny led JMU in scoring this 
season with six goals and"T5 assists, 
setting a school career assist record 
with 32. Knapp holds the Dukes' 
career saves record of 681. Owen had 
four goals and one assist this season. 
Top-ranked and defending NCAA 
champion Old Dominion dominated 
the All-South team with six players. 
Use your major 
credit card and 
charge your 
purchase and we'll 
mail it to your home, 
postage paid!! 
Valley Mall 
Open Mon. - Sat. 
10 AM - 9 PM 












^W ay tic's 
HMnt/1 -Designs 
There's a lot of Un Resting at 
Ashby Crossing because 
there's just so much to do. 
Major campus events, 
shopping and restaurants all 
within a short walk. 4 
bedrooms per apartment. 
Perfect for students. Come 
visit today 
860 
•   Port Republic Road 
(703)432-1001 
->_• 
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BUSINESS 
JMU students begin new advertising club 
By Tom Speiss 
statt writer 
Meet   JMU's 
aggressive club 
newest   and   most 
- the James Madison 
Advertising Association. 
The new club is affiliated with the 
academic division of the American 
Advertising Federation, a business 
organization that works with about 
200 ad agencies nationwide. 
The AAF provides speakers, 
industry pricing information, 
promotional "how to" information, 
and other benefits to its members. 
Professional members of the AAF 
include people with careers in public 
relations, direct marketing, 
photography, art and graphic design, as 
well as advertising. 
The JMU chapter began this fall 
under the leadership of Dr. Thomas 
Bcrtsch, a JMU professor of 
marketing. 
The club's purpose as stated in its 
constitution is to "provide and promote 
a better understanding of the functions 
of advertising and its values." 
JMAA President Stacey Evins said, 
"We have no limits. 
"The Association gives advertising 
The James Madison Advertising Association officers 
majors a better chance than Joe 
Schmoe," she said. "Our main goal is 
to expose members to the advertising 
world." 
Evins realized her interest in 
advertising after having an internship 
with the Martin Advertising 
Association in Richmond last summer. 
"After that internship, I started 
reading up on advertising," she said. 
"Evins said the club hopes to expose 
members to employment opportunities 
in the advertising industry. 
Bcrtsch has been working with the 
idea of beginning a campus chapter of 
the AAF for several years. It wasn't 
until last spring that the group began 
to get underway. 
Staff photo by VASHA HUNT 
"Possible interest last spring was 
anywhere from 30 to 60 students," 
Bertsch said. "It was too late to start 
the club, so we decided to wait until 
this fall. 
"I've been pleased with the initiatives 
and   insights   of   our   founding 
See JM A A page 21 ► 
Business group hosts seminar this week 
By Meghan Johnson 
business editor 
A JMU business fraternity is sponsoring a 
week-long seminar of speakers from various areas of 
the business world. 
Phi Beta Lambda has presented two speakers each 
night this week, gearing each evening of Free 
Enterprise Week to a different concentration within 
the College of Business. 
The program began Monday for students interested 
in marketing, and featured speakers from Wallace 
Computers and the National Revenue Corporation. 
Tuesday was devoted to Computer Information 
Systems students. Speakers came from Andersen 
Consulting and Automation Research. 
Hotel and restaurant management students could 
hear representatives from Westin Hotels and IBM 
Wednesday night. 
Thomas Speiss Jr. 
Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE 
Tonight's program, designed for students interested 
in law, accounting and finance, will feature Douglas 
Stark, president of the Harrisonburg bar association, 
at 4 p.m. Stark is with the Harrisonburg law firm, 
Harrison, Thumma and Stark. 
At 5 p.m., JMU graduates Christine Carroll, 
Michael Hunter and Jeni Kieffer will speak. The three 
now are accountants at Marriott Corp. 
The presentations are held in Room D of the 
Warren Campus Center. 
The seminar ends tomonow with a speech at 2 p.m. 
by Dr. Gordon Green, author of the book "How to 
Get Straight As." Gordon will talk about his recently 
released book, "Getting Ahead at Work," which 
focuses on the transition from college life to the real 
world. 
Thomas Speiss Jr., a Northern Virginia-based 
region manager at the National Revenue Corporation, 
a direct marketing corporation, talked Monday about 
working in commission sales. 
"Direct sales is the highest-paid profession in the 
country," he said. "Direct salespeople who are good 
make about $200 to $300 an hour." 
He said one of the benefits of working in direct 
sales is that the job is flexible. Direct salespeople can 
pick their own hours and their own clients. 
"You really work for yourself," he said. "The thing 
is commissions. The sky is the limit." 
Speiss said it's important to establish rapport with 
clients when making sales calls. 
"People love to talk about themselves," he said. 
See ENTERPRISE page 21 > 
_ 
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JMAA 
> (Continued from page 20) 
members," he said. "They have had 
exceptional speed and foresight in 
pacing themselves. This club fills a 
market niche — it guarantees better 
exposure, more project experience, 
more focused practicums and a 
portfolio to the JMAA member." 
Members have access to the AAFs 
internship directory. It describes in 
detail how students can apply for an ad 
internship, where to write and whom 
to call. The directory gives the 
advertising major more opportunities 
to become involved with a corporation 
while still in school, Bertsch said. 
Membership is open to all full-time 
JMU students, regardless of major. 
Students interested in public relations, 
art and graphic design, as well as 
advertising, are welcome. 
Mark Whittington, JMAA member 
and auditor, said, "It's really cool. It 
gives you a leg up on other college 
students in the advertising field." 
Nationally, there are 4,600 students 
in 160 collegiate chapters involved 
with the AAF. There are 38,000 
professional members. 
Vice President Amy Union said the 
JMAA provides "real-world experience 
to go into the advertising field." 
"You can build up a portfolio" while 
still in school, she said. 
The club hopes to allow members 
to take on accounts at the local 
business and university level. 
Members will put together 
presentations for clients, including 
designs, logos and ad campaigns. 
Beverly Patton, JMAA secretary, 
said, "I want to go into advertising 
direct mailing, and I like to meet 
people," she said. "I want to gain 
practical experience — like thinking 
up new designs and logos for 
companies. 
"I can do this through the advertising 
club." 
The  advertising  and  marketing 
industries are highly competitive. 
Articles in Business Week magazine 
and Sunshine Magazine have rated the 
technical sales and marketing field the 
number one job growth career for the 
1990s. 
In the future, the JMAA will be 
busy. It plans to enter a national 
student advertising competiton, which 
will require a complete ad campaign 
and will be a "case study" for practical 
experience. 
The next JMAA meeting will be 
Nov. 28 at 6:30 p.m. in Keezell, 
Room 105. This will be the last 
opportunity for new members to join 
this year. 
Enterprise 
> (Continued from page 20) 
He also stressed the importance of discreetly finding • 
out what the client's needs are. 
"If people think you're there to sell them, what 
usually happens?" he asked. "The wall goes up. 
You've got to be a good listener. 
"Instead of talking, you should be tuning in." 
Speiss also talked about finding a career you can 
enjoy. 
"Whatever you do, fall in love with it. Talk to a 
person who likes his job, and he can't wait to go to 
work," he said. 
Jeff Hale, manager of the Washington offices of 
Andersen Consulting, spoke Tuesday night. Andersen 
Consulting is the consulting division of Arthur 
Andersen. 
Hale talked to students about computer and 
information processing services. He said the industry 
is the third highest contributor to the nation's 
economy, generating about $60 billion per year. 
"The systems environment is generally considered 
the third revolution in history behind agricultural and 
industrial," Hale told a group of 20 students. "We 
envision this as a definite growth industry — the 
possibilities [for information processing] are endless." 
Hale said that information processing sevices have 
been important aspects at banks, airline companies 
and with computer-integrated business networks. 
Companies like Andersen, which help businesses set 
up computer-based services, focus on separate factors 
when helping their clients develop information 
systems. 
"We're going to look into an organization and see 
that possibilities exist," Hale said. "There's an 
integration of people, technology and processes.1' 
Senior Bruce Hinson, coordinator of Free Enterprise 
Week, said he has tried "to appeal to all different 
business majors" in organizing the seminar. 
"I've been working on this for about two months 
straight," he said. "Last year we had a problem . . . 
because they didn't publicize enough." 
Hinson said he has been relatively pleased with the 
turnout so far this week. 
t 
Support your Breeze Advertisers 
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COMICS 
CALVIN AND HOBBES Bill Watterson    THE FAR SIDE— Gary Larson 
WMM... NOTHING ELSE FELL 
|   UP.   JUST ME.   TH\S IS 
VERf   STRANGE. 
EVEN IF I TO TO JUMP TO 
THE FLOOR, I  LAND BACK 
ON THE CTIUNG.' W 
PERSONAL GPAVW1 MUST 
HAVE REVERSED POLARITY.' 
/ 
'AJ^~ 
YOU'D WINK. THIS WOULD BE 
THE. PIPE CJ THING WE'D LEABH 
ABOUT IN SCIENCE CLASS. 
BUT NO, WE LEARN A&CWT 
C\RR0S CLOUDS 
HAVING Hi PERSONAL GRMttt 
POLARIS REVERSED ft A 
OEM. MW5MI0E- HOW MA 
I «»NG TO GET OP TO 
THE FLOOR? 
THERE.S NOT ANYTHING, \ 
ON TWE CE\UN6 WOT L 
r COULD E^EN CUMB UPy 
HOW M T SUPPOSED TO 
DO MX HOMEWORK WHEN 
I'M TRAPPED ON THE 
CEIUN6? ITS IMPOSSIBLE 
"So!.. ■ You must bo the one they call "The Kid 
MOM AND D*D WONT   BE TOO 
UAPPH ABOJT 7W/S.  NOS\R 
ME 
DAD WIU. WAVE TO BOLT MY 
BED TO THE CEILING 
TONKSUT,   ANO MOM WtU. HME 
TO STAND ON A STEP LADDER 
TO HANO ME DINNER . 
THEN ILL HAVE TO HOLD Ml 
PLATE. UPSIDE DOWN ABOVE 
Ml HEAD AND SCRAPE THE 
POOD OFF THE UNPERSiDE. .' 
ANO |F I SP\LL ANYTHING, 
\T WILL FL1 10 FEET UP 
TO THE FLOOR ANO SPLOT,' 
>R»<I 
THIS IS GOING TO BE 
THE MOST FUN I"VE 
EVER HAD' 
By the way, we're playing cards with the Millers 
tonight... And Edna says if you promise not to use 
your X-ray vision, Warren promises not to bring 
his Kryptonite." 
scuz -Bob Whisonant 
KIPDIE.  KORME«. presents 
I A Registration 
3&irjl Jdlc Jbrt 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
1 BR Apt. On DulchmRI Court - Short leases available 
Very efficient 4 blocks Irom campus. Quiet. $315. 
434-2100. 
Room For Rent - January to May. Squire Hill. Call 
Robin, 432-0770. 
Squire Hill - Sublease January to May. 2 BR 
townhouse. $425/mo., negotiable. Call 432-9323. 
Single Room - Great location. $160/mo. Spring 1990 
Call Jeremy, 434-0064.  
Room - January to May. Hunter's Ridge Apartments. 
Call Will. 433-4819 
Townhouse - 3 BR. available Dec. 1. Utilities included. 
434-7240. $625. 
Spring Semester - 2 BR townhouse lor rent. Close to 
campus. 432-9326 
For Rent - Ode Mill Village. Own room, reduced rent. 
Washer, dryer. Call James, Kirk or Rick at 434-7120. 
Efficiency Apartment - $225/mo. Located across Irom 
campus. Call 433-7429. 
Room For Rent - JM Apartments. Female, December - 
June. 432-0870. 
563 Norwood Street - New large 4 BR, 2 bath, 
completely furnished. $195/person, lease negotiable. 
433-8822. 
Roorrl For Rent - Spring/summer 1990. Hunter's Ridge. 
Alex, 432-5599. 
Hunter1* Ridge - Need 2 guys to share bedroom. 
Completely lumished. $160 each lease Jan. 1 to May 
31.433-8822. 
Room For Rent -1/2 block Irom campus! Washer/Dryer, 
1/2 bath. $195/mo. for Spring semester. Call Felix, 
433-6264. 
Room For Rent January - August. 1 or 2 people. 
$112/mo. 432-0668. 
University Place - Like new 4 BR, 2 bath, lumished. 
$18yperson. Lease 1/1/90 to 7/30/90.433-8822. 
2 BR Townhouse - 1-1/2 bath, unfurnished, cable 
available. 3 blocks Irom campus. $375/mo. Jinny 
Hudelson,Box2618 
Old Farmhouse - 3 miles off campus. Large room plus 
shared house with female stall member. $150/mo. 
including utilities. x6439,433-3017 evenings. 
University Place - Unlumished 3 BR, 2 bath. $150 to 
$185. Lease negotiable. 433-8822. 
Hunter's Ridge - Furnished 2 & 4 BR units. Lease 
negoliable. Reduced rental rates! Call Bonnie at 
434-5150 Monday - Friday. 10 am-5 pm. 
Chocolsle Lab Puppies - AKC registered. $250. CaK 
432-0955 after 4 pm. 
Ski Package - Atomic Active Sport 180s. Solomon boot 
bindings. Scott poles, ski tote, barely used. Call 
433-6585, Bruce. 
Aerobics Instructor Needed, 433-5682. 
Summer Openings - Swimming pool supply company in 
Falls Church, Va. needs full-time summer help. Truck 
drivers, helpers & warehousemen. For further into, call 
Steve at (703)534-1400. 
Attention - Earn money reading books' $32,000/yr. 
income potential Details. (602)838-8885, ext. BK4707. 
Oversees Jobs - $900 - 2,000/mo. Summer, year 
round. Al countries, all fields. Free info. Write UC, PO 
Box 52-VA04, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 
Typing, Word Processing, Papers, Resumes - Call 
Kendal. 234-8725. 
Home Typing-Cal 432-1975 after 2.30 pm 
Word Processing - Disks saved 6 mos.. efficient, cal 
234-8863. 
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center 
Both UVA a UVB rays. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 1106 
Reservoir St. '' 
Terrific Typist - Reasonable rates, accurate, last, near 
JMU. Angie. 434-4332. 
Valley Auto Glass - For insurance-approved, mobile 
service call 432-0949. 
Battery Supply - Brand-name quality at wholesale 
prices. Call 434-5155. 
Electric Shaver Repair - And hobby shop. 40 years' 
experience. 485 S. Mason St., Harrsonburg, VA. 
434-7271. All makes. 
Typist - 20t years experience. Prompt, accurate 
service. Mrs. Price, 879-9935. 
Learn To Scuba Dive - Cal Kathy's Scuba for into 
433-3337 
Lost - Black onyx ring with initials KBD inside. If lound, 
please call x4689. Reward $100. 
Female Roommate - Spring semester. JM Apartments 
$150.433-5916.  
Ashby Crossing - Male roommate needed lor spring 
semesier. Call 433-9742. 
Security Guard/Bouncers - Needed Saturday nights al 
Vibes Club. $6/hr. Apply in person Friday or Saturday 
night al Vibes. 8-12. 
Female Roommate - Spnng semesier, summer 
optional. Hunter's Ridge. Quiet, spacious, dean, 
lumished apartment 433-6855, Tina. 
JMU MEN'S SWIMMING 
Navy didn't know what hit 'em, 
now it's American's turn! 
GOOD LUCK SATURDAY 
Jamaica & Barbados for Spring Break! 
March 3-10 
Initial deposit of $75 due Dec. 15 
Complete packages include airfare, lodging & 
activities 




Come by Ski Club Office WCC G-8 
or contact Gary Ryan, X5571 
DANCE, DANCE, DANCE!! 
Come to the 2nd Annual ROCK& 
ROLL BALL. Sat., Nov. 18th, 
9 pm -12:30 am at the PC Ballroom 
Sponsored by IVCE 
Eta Sigma Gamma Sponsors 
BYOBWeek 
- Dr. Op Sluowel will speak 
on Bopsychosocial Facers ot Diabetes Thursday 7 pm 
Dust MM 
The Lungbuster 5KI Sat., 11 am Godwin Field 
Early registraaon terms at fte WCC irformation desk 
Fne shut lor first 50 entrants 
AXO. - Get psyched lor lormal on Friday. 
Marcl, Denyse, Alice 1 Wendy - You made my 21st 
birthday the best. Thank you. Love, Your "Favorite" 
Disease. 
<J>BA Free Enterprise Week - Today Law/Actg/Fin, 
tomorrow, Dr. Gordon Green. 
It's No Joke! The Dick Viiale Fan Club wants you. Be 
one ol the coolest people at JMU & pin today. For 
details, call Preston at 432-0321.   * 
Come One, Come AH To The Dating Game - Mon.. 
Nov. 20 in Ihe PC Ballroom, 9 pm. Admission $1. 
Sponsored by AXO.  
$50.00 - In Valley Mai receipts is al you need to gel a 
Iree 100% cotton JMU T-shirt. 
New Shipment Arrived At Barr-ee With savings up lo 
50%. 
Car Wash - The Salurday, 10-4 pm, Mr. Gatfi's. 
Sponsored by Zeta Pledge class 
ZTA - C ya in the jucy jungle! EN 
AT" - Thanks all the participants in Anchorsplash \K, 
AEA, EEE, ZTA, ATA, AXO, x<t>, ex, KE, 
riK<&. £*E. EN. KAP. IX, AKA, AXA, & ZU. 
Spend Spring Break In Cancun Mexico! Call Susan al 
433-2115. 
Live Rock a Roll Sat., Nov. IB, Indecision. 
Attractive, Fun Loving Female - Looking lor similar 
qualities in a male. Please send toiler describing self t 
ideal date lo Jacqueline, P.O. Box 5035 Include photo' 
Allen Brown's First Album, "Broadside" Is Here! Call 
Katy. 432-1011. 
Kevin Schultzs Happy 21st birthday! Love. The Beer 
Bong Queen. 
To Tht EK Swimming Mermaids - You did me al 
Anchorsplash! We're proud of you1 
Rob Morano - Thanks tor listening lo me I Irealing me 
with respect, unlike one of your lormer co-workers. The 
Breeze lost a good man Derek Robinson, No Joke 
Productions. 
Live Rock 1 Roll - Sal., Nov. 16. Indecision 
X* - You can wnte on us anytxne! Thanks. Love. 
ASA. 
Thani ex Ian, Chris, Tim, John, Jason. I T m - 
For getting wet with us at Anchorsplash' Love. Your Al 
Coaches. 
Indecision, Sal., Nov. 18, Mystic Den. 
Shock Opera - With their new progressive sound, 
Thursday at the Back Room in the BeHe Meade. 
Happy Birthday Kirstsn Rekart! 
Hot Dais? Pick up a dynamite outln al Benetton 
Oh, Fickle Fortune! It's all done. Yal were a great casi 
& I had lun. Love youl Belh 
Ski Vermont • Lake Tahoe - For into call Ray. 
433-3978. 
Read Page 8 Of The Breeze! 
Happy Birthday Cathy! 19 ( siil sucking your fingers'1 
Laura  
Is There Anyplace To Shop For Nice Clothes In 
Hsrrisonburg? Just one, Barr-ee, the clothing outlet 
next to Kroger \  
Everyone Shop VaHey  Mall - Where  merchants 
appreciate JMU sludentslacutty. 
Spring Breakers     Do it right ins year' Jamaica. 
Cancun. Acapulco. Call Ray, 433-3978.  
AI~ - Congratulates Craig Baur ol KE a Karen Hill ol 
ZTA, Mr. t Miss Anchorsplash 1989 
C - Blows his way out of the Goober Club while The 
Schemer works his way through the ranks. 
JennHer - Good luck on your tests, then well party. 
Stefame  
Indecision, Sat, Nov. 18. Mystic Den. 
Shock Opera - Al the Back Room on Thus., Nov. 16. 
AXA Pledges • Great job! You're almost finished' Love, 
The Sisters. 
: v 
Indecision - Will be at Ihe Den on Saturday night. 
Rich - Thanks lor "slaving" over a hot stove lor us. 
AKA Pledges - Thanks lor the serenade. You brought 
that feeling' back. Love, Mara & Rhonda. 
Congratulations To Kim CarUne - University Class 
Organization's Orfcer of the Week! Great job with Ms. 
Madison, Kiml 
«BA Fn»e Enterprise W.sk - Today Law/Acte/Fin, 
tomorrow. Dr. Gordon Green.  
Spring Break Trips To Cancun I The Bahamas 
Guaranteed lowest prices! Cal Cale, 432-6313. 
Valley Mai - Where inconvenice is lost S Iree 100% 
cotton JMU T-shirts are found. Nov. 17-19. 
Congratulations To The Anchorsplash Swim Meet 
Winners! ex & EK! 
Indecision -Will be at the Den on Salurday night. 
The Back Room In The Belle Meade Presents - From 
Washington DC, Shock Opera, performing live from 9-1 
on Thurs., Nov. 16. 
AXO - Formal will be great. S it's only a day away! 
Well see all of you ii Richmond. Love, The Sptnt ol 
Axa ___________ 
Sun 4 Sailing - Your dream vacation aboard the 
Elizabeth I. Quietly crewed yacht lours the Grenadines 
Large private stateroom, expertly prepared meals & 
individualized rlnerary. Sail, snorkel or relax on secluded 
beaches. You decide1 Booking now lor Spnng Breaki 
(703)289-5260. 
Come See Your Scope At The Dating Game - Mon., 
Nov 20 in Ihe PC Ballroom, 9 pm. Admission $1 
Sponsored by AXO. 
Slam, Jam, Bam, Baby! Dick Viale Fan Club members 
have been clinically proven to be 50% cooler than the 
average scrimoe To pm call Preston at 432-0321. 
Nov. 19 - Go ZTA! 40 years al JMU' Happy 
Anniversary! 
Cindi Libert - Thank you lor everything dunng pledging. 
You're the greatest Big Sister1 
Fashion Forecast - Great looks can be found at 
Benetton. 
Attention Business Students - "Interviewing" wlh Mr. 
Lews Schumaker ol Dupont. WCC, Alleghany Room 
Moa, 11/20,6.-30 pm. Sponsored by AET1. 
Barr-ee. 
Stressed Out? Try a relaxing, therapeutic massage. 
Discount. Peter, 432-9647. 
Free Scuba Experience - Call Kathy's Scuba lor dales 
& limes. 433-3337. 
Miss Gentry Turned 20 Yesterday! How does she feel 
today' 
Not Yo-yo's, Spam Or Yams - Barr-ee great clothing 
AXO Pledgee - Get psyched lor your first AX lormal' 
Love, The Spirit ol AXU  
Pat Southall - Good luck in the Miss Virginia USA 
Pageant. We're rooting lor you. Love ya, Mara Cindy & 
Shem. 
ex! We showed them at Anchorsplashi Congrats on 
2nd place' Love, Your AT Coaches.  
A Cut Above The Rest! A Hair-Cut-A-Thon will be held 
today in EKs basement at 6:30 pm. Please come! 
ex Paul - You took our breath away! Love ST 
Coaches!  
Joe G ft Rich K. - We had tun being masters. 
Hey You AXO EpsHons - Your sisters trunk you're 
awesome! 
AKA - Congratulations. 2 years' GUS! TJutf sax]. Love, 
Your Sweethearts. 
JMU T-shirts - All day Friday al WCC. Come by 8 see 
us. Irs the T-Shirt Guys. 432 6198. 
Thanx ex Jason Pinneri 1 Brad Rothrock - You 
guys can hunt lor us anytime! Love, Your _,r Coaches 
AXO - Get psyched for lormal! Friday's almost here1 
Cellar Door Productions and The Back Room 
Present - Shock Opera on Thurs.. Nov. 16. 
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JMU Computer Program is a service to JMU students, faculty and staff. For more information call x6121 or visit the 
store—open Monday and Wednesday 8-7 Tues, Thurs, Fri 8-5 and Saturday 10-4. Visa and Mastercard accepted. 
NOW HIRING DRIVERS 
433 - 3776 
Two Big 12" 
Subs & Two 
16 oz. Drinks 
We reserve the tight to 
mit delvery arei ? 
COUPON B    B     wm 
433 - 377<i 
Two Small 
One Item Pizzas 
one coupon &   TWO 16 0Z. 
I     pet order Drinks 
CXPIRES 12/31/89 
We teserve the right to 
limit delveiy area 
COUPON I     mm     H 
433 - 3776 
■  one coupon 
per order 
y  " v°tr?ES 12/31/89 
Large Deluxe & 
Large Pepperoni 
Pizzas & Four 16 
oz. Drinks 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery ureu 
COUPON   ■    ■■    ■ 
433 - 3776 
'r STORE HOURS: SUN-THURS  11AM-1AM, FRI & SAT  11AM-2AM 
(Sony, WE DO NOT ACCEPT CHECKS) 
one coupon 
per order 
I   EXPIRES 12/31/89 
433 - 3776 
75 
One Large 
One Item Pizza 




One Item Pizzas 
& Four 16oz. 
EXPIRES 12/31/89      Drinks 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery orea 
COUPON    ■§    M    Mj 





17 One Large 
One Item Pizza 
& Four 16 oz. 
Drinks 
J-   -   - 
We reserve the right to 
Smit delivery area. _ 
COUPON*      wm      IB      A      Bl      IB 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery area  | 
COUPON 
